
Must	  have Jean Balent	  describe webinar protocol first; then intro speakers
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Purpose of a Record of Decision (ROD Guidance, 1.2.6):
“The ROD documents the remedial acLon plan for a site or operable unit	  and
serves the following three basic funcLons:
• It cerLfies that	  the remedy selecLon process was carried out	  in accordance
with CERCLA and, to the extent	  pracLcable, with the NCP.
•It describes the technical parameters of the remedy, specifying the methods
selected to protect	  human health and the environment	  including treatment,
engineering, and ins3tu3onal	  control	  components, as well as cleanup levels.
•It provides the public with a consolidated summary of informaLon about	  the
site and the chosen remedy, including the raLonale behind the selecLon.”

•Although ICs are considered limited acLons, the same requirements for trigger
for acLon are required to select	  ICs as for acLve remedial measures.
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Early/Interim -‐ Balancing need for
(quick) acLon with level of
informaLon at	  Lme of doc (Les into
wriLng a future ESD, if necessary)
ARAR	  waivers/ImpracLcable
treatment	  

-‐NCP acknowledges that	  “certain technological, economic and
implementaLon factors may make treatment	  impracLcable for
certain types of site problems. Experience has shown that	  in
such situaLons, remedies that	  rely on control of exposure
through engineering and/or insLtuLonal controls to provide
protecLon generally will be appropriate.” (NCP Preamble
300.430)	  

May also need tribal concurrence based on the site, or tribal
consideraLons are considered in the state and community
concurrence criteria	  
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ARAR	  Waivers -‐ NCP acknowledges that	  “certain technological,
economic and implementaLon factors may make
treatment	  impracLcable for certain types of site problems.
Experience has shown that	  in such situaLons, remedies
that	  rely on control of exposure through engineering and/ 
or insLtuLonal controls to provide protecLon generally
will be appropriate.” (NCP Preamble 300.430)
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Keep in mind that	  documenLng ICs is no different	  than providing the framework for
other remedial components. As with all remedial decision documents, the “story”
should be clear. What	  is contaminated and where. Who/what	  is at	  risk, and from what	  
contaminants and by which pathways. RAOs should reflect	  unacceptable risk pathways
and levels required for protecLveness. AlternaLves should present	  opLons to achieve
ARARs and protecLveness and to meet	  RAOs. Selected Remedy should provide the best	  
balance of the 9 Criteria	  from the alternaLves.

-‐ Site characterizaLon and Risk Summaries should clearly idenLfy areas of
contaminaLon that	  pose an unacceptable risk to receptors (Trigger for AcLon).
Trigger for AcLon is required for all remedial components, both acLve and limited
acLon. No AcLon and No Further AcLon RODs should generally not	  idenLfy new ICs.

-‐ ICs should be reflected in the decision document	  as a component	  of a remedial
alternaLve. Can be a “common element” or aspect	  of individual remedial
alternaLves in the DescripLon of Remedial AlternaLves.
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Some elements of the decision document	  will provide the context	  for selecLng ICs
without	  specifically calling aNenLon to the use of insLtuLonal controls.

-‐ Site characterizaLon and Risk Summaries should clearly idenLfy areas of
contaminaLon that	  pose an unacceptable risk to receptors (Trigger for AcLon).
Trigger for AcLon is required for all remedial components, both acLve and limited
acLon.
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AlternaLves should present	  opLons to achieve ARARs and protecLveness and to meet	  
RAOs.
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(from ROD Guidance)
Descrip3on of Alterna3ves The objecLve of this secLon is to provide a brief
explanaLon of the remedial alternaLves developed for the site.
The descripLon of each alternaLve in this secLon should contain enough informaLon so
that	  the comparaLve analysis of alternaLves (the next	  secLon of the ROD) can focus on
the differences or similariLes among alternaLves with respect	  to the nine evaluaLon
criteria.

-‐ IdenLfy that	  there may be a difference in amount	  of detail between alternaLves and
selected remedy descripLon, which is supported by the ROD Guidance. ICs should be
included in both with the appropriate amount	  of detail. In some cases, ICs are
idenLfied as a “common element” for all acLon alternaLves, or ICs may be idenLfied
as a component	  of each individual alternaLve. ICs can be the same for alternaLves
or may be different	  across alternaLves based on the variability of the acLve remedial
components
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-‐ Like other acLve remedial components, ICs should be screened through the NCP’s
Nine Criteria	  and discussed as appropriate in the ComparaLve Analysis of
AlternaLves.

-‐ The ComparaLve Analysis should clearly idenLfy the raLonale for selecLng the
preferred alternaLve by demonstraLng the relaLve performance of the alternaLves
so that	  the advantages and disadvantages of each are clearly understood.

-‐ The role of ICs should be evident	  in the comparisons
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-‐ Overall ProtecLveness of Human Health and the Environment – discusses the role
that	  ICs play in providing protecLveness of receptors for specific media	  and idenLfies
if the ICs are used to provide short-‐ or long-‐term protecLveness

-‐ Again, keep in mind that	  some ICs may be used temporarily, while other ICs are
required in perpetuity to ensure long-‐term protecLveness of receptors. It is
important	  to idenLfy what	  role ICs play in both the short-‐ and long-‐term
protecLveness of the site. This should be clarified in the Nine Criteria.

-‐ Short-‐term effecLveness	  – ICs may be relied upon, in the short-‐term, to ensure
protecLveness during remedial acLons, unLl cleanup reaches levels that	  are
protecLve of receptors
Long-‐term effecLveness	  – LTE is defined as “Adequacy and reliability of controls such
as containment	  systems and insLtuLonal controls that	  are necessary to manage
treatment	  residuals and untreated waste.”) (NCP 300.430 (e) (9) (iii) (C) (2))
Cost – ICs should be idenLfied as a component	  of O&M	  costs in the FS for
alternaLves, should be included as a part	  of the overall costs and discussed here as
part	  of the whole.
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(from ROD Guidance)
Selected	  Remedy	  
This secLon expands upon the details of the Preferred AlternaLve from that	  which was
provided in the DescripLon of AlternaLves secLon of the ROD. This secLon should
provide the appropriate level of detail about	  the engineering details and esLmated
costs for the Selected Remedy so that	  the design engineer has enough informaLon to
iniLate the design phase of the response acLon. This will minimize the likelihood of
unanLcipated changes to the scope and intent	  of the Selected Remedy. This discussion
should be organized in four secLons: (1) Summary of the RaLonale for the Selected
Remedy (2) DescripLon of the Selected Remedy, (3) Summary of EsLmated Remedy
Costs, and (4) Expected Outcomes of Selected Remedy.

-‐ Think about	  the “end game”. When/if ICs can be removed, how to document	  this
-‐ Level of detail may vary between documents, but	  detail should be sufficient	  to

understand the substanLve restricLons intended by the remedy decision.
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-‐ FYR: to idenLfy need (land use change ID’d, change in science/cleanup levels, change
in scope/area	  of contaminaLon)
-‐ Roadblock to deleLon/CC if ICs are not	  included in doc
-‐ Other documents -‐ (early/interim acLon, component	  of a ROD amendment, ARAR	  

waiver docs, etc…), discuss role in each
-‐ (IC only or short-‐term?) may be used if ICs are required as part	  of a fundamental

change in the overall waste management	  approach (changing from treatment	  to
containment).
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-‐ FYR: to idenLfy need (land use change ID’d, change in science/cleanup levels, change
in scope/area	  of contaminaLon)
-‐ Roadblock to deleLon/CC if ICs are not	  included in doc
-‐ Other documents -‐ (early/interim acLon, component	  of a ROD amendment, ARAR	  

waiver docs, etc…), discuss role in each
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